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propulsion
●lectric
natural radiation associated with the lowthrust trajectory.
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Abstract
times that
Payload increases of three to five
of the Shuttle/Centaur can be achieved using
nuclear ●lectric propulsion. Various rmtclear
power
plant options being pursued by the SPThese concepts
100 Program are described.
grow
from 100 kWe to lNWe output.
can
Spacecraft design
●specta are addressed, I
including
interaetiona,
thermal
plume
A
interactions, and radiation fluences.
is
baseline
configuratim
described
accounting for these issues. Safety aspects
of starting the OTV transfer from an altitude
of
300 km indicate no significant additional
risk to the hio~phere.
I.

~ntroduction

Electric thrunter interactions witk science
and
telecommunications can be a serious
problem and are complicated by the lon9
periods of thruster operation required. The
NEP spacecraft
thermal desian
is dominated by
the large, high temperatur~ radiator that i;
system waste
required to reject the power
heat.
Studies conducted since th:fearl:E~O’n have
ntage
variety
developed
R
configurations. These configurations and a
configuration recently developed for the 100
nllclear power
myatem
are
SP-1OO
kWe
a nuclear
The performance of
discussed.
●lectric propulsion system !n maneuvering
from LEO to GEO as a function Of flight
times, payload and reactor power levels has
Assuming a 120-day orbit
been calculated.
tranefer, 19,000 kg can be moved from LEO to
GEO in a single Shuttle trip with a 400 kWe
Significant payload gains are
power system.
&chieved over chemical stages, where the
Inertial Upper Stage can deliver 2270 kg and
the Centaur up to 6360 kg.

The mission
●nvisioned here for
nuclear
●lectric
propulsion is
raisif~g
that of
satellites from low Earth ~>rbit(LEO) to
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO).
11
Orbit Transfer Between LEO to GEO
O?bit
raiaing COU ld
be performed
for one-way
missionsr wh~re the power supply is also the
The potential application of nuclear power to
The
●lectric source for the satellite, or as
rocket propulsion was recognized early.
vehicle
from
a
unit mass
of
round-trip mi~aions, where ● delivery
●nergy available
is breught back for futuro miaaions.
fissionable material is ●pproximately 107
times larger than that availablrt from the
Nut!.ear●lectric propulsion (NEP) syatema are
most energetic chemical reaction. Approxioptimized by constructing low-mass nuclear
power planta.
Electric power levels of one
hundred kilowatts up to several megawatta ● re
desirable.
for the power
Desirable goals
plant specific maaa range from 20-30 kg/kW at
the lower powers to 5-10 kg/kW at the higher
powers.
Several
dii!ferent reactor
power
aysterns
concepts are
candidate
for space powor
systems.
Under the Space Nucl~ar Reactor
Syotemn Technology (SP-1OO) Progr6m, the
field haa been narrowed to three concepts for
100 kWe.
Grow~h versions to the ● e awatt
range ● re poaaible. The selected canaldatea
!
include ● hiqh-temperature (1S00 K) fu~l-pin
reactor with thermoelectric power conversion~
● n in-core th~rmionic reiictor
power aymtem.
●nd ● lower-temperature (*90!I R), fuel-pin
reactor with Stirling power conversion.
The dealgn of rn NEP spacecraft requires
a wide
range of
consicl~rationof
subsystem
interactions.
In ●ddition to the usual
tharmal ●nd lwn. interactions? NEP orbital
tranafer VQ$ lcloa (CYI’V)
designo must ●ddream
———
—
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1.

Chemical and SNRE V1’V PerfOrmanc@
g:::~),on Centaur G’ length (ground

mately $3B wag invested in solid core nuclear
rocket development in the U.S. prior to 1973.
This work waa principally directed at the
development of large,
high-thrust
engines
based on hydrogen-cooled graphite reactor
technology. The Nuc3.earEngine for Rocket
Vehicle Application (NERVA) that resulted
from this program was designed and operated
at 1100 NW with a thrunt of 333 kN. A Small
Nuclea; Rocket Engine (SNRE) waa designed by
for unmanned
Los Alamos National Laboratory
W
and planetary mission epplicatione. This
370 C4Nengine was designed for a thrust of 73
kN ●nd ● specific impulse of 875-9758. Fig.
1 shows a comparison between the performance
of the SNRE-OTJ ●nd that of a Centaur G’,
both constrained to a single uhuttle launch.
The impulsive AV
requirement for a LEO-GEO
transfer is approximately 4200 m/s for a onea round trip
way mission and 8400 ds for
It is clear thak the higher
mission.
specific impulse of the SNRE is insufficient
to
offset
the lower propellant mass fractiom
SNRE-OTV stage
when
of the hydrogen fueled
constrained to a singla shuttle launch. The
relaxation of this constraint permittad by
space basing the OTV is addressed by Fig. 2.
Here the Centaur G’is fully loaded and the
!3NAE-UI’Vis sized such t~at its resupply
the
equal to those of
requirements are
Centaur.

Cs),
inert
gases
(e.g.,
As
and
Xe) and
hydrogen.
Nuclear electric propulsion (NEP)
systems provide higher specific impulse and
lower thrust
than a chemical propulsion
system of the same mass.
Jet Power (W) can
specific
be expressed as the product of
impulse, ISP (S), and thrust, F (N),

lamo

In
thiR
●quation ~ is
the &onversion
efficiev.cy ark3 g is 9.8 m/s2.
Chemical
rockets outp’t prodigious quantities of power
for
short
paxiods
cf time.
The two RL-10
enf!ineeof the Centaur produce a total of 287
NW. The jet power delivered
by nuclear
Qlectric propulsion system cannot exceed the
electrical power
output of
the nuclear
;~ctr~,ower
8U ply
(1~~ kWe - 1 M%?efor
conmYdered
this paper).
Therefore the maximumthrust ( ~ = 1.0) that
can be produced at a specific impulse of
1000s is 20-200 N
and at 5000s ia 4-40 N.
NEP OTV’S ● re therefora low ●cceleration
vehicles that require trip times many times
greater than those of chemical OTV’a but
deliver significantlymore payload per unit
mass of propellant expended.
As is the case
in terrestrial transportation systems, there
vill be a requirement fw
both the rapid
delivery of time schedule criticol materials
and the ●conomic delivery of henvy payloads
including bulk materials.
It in the latter
requirement ● s well ● s that of transporting
acceleration limited atructurec that the NEP~
is best suited to serve.

moo , NOT[

previous studies of NEP for orbit
raising ●pplications have
been
conducted.
The objective of this paper is neither to
provide an ●xhaustive review of this body of
literature nor to develop a new approach to
The objective is to
the deslgu of ● NEP-OW.
provide an overview of nuclear ●~ectric power
●nd Propulsion 9yatem options for th~ 0’rV
In ●o doing, we have to shed
application.
some light on the special problems associated
with the integration of NEP into a practical
0111 design and to illustrate to first order
relative
to that
the performance of NEP-C?l’Vm
of c!hemicalOTVO.
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Data for ●elect~d ●lect ic propulsion systemn
are given in Table 1(I) The performance of
the nuclear electric pcopulaion (NEP)
OTv is
10

AV[1OCITY,
kml$

Fig.

2.

Chemical ●nd SNRE OTV performance
based
on fully loaded Cent~ur
(-pace based).

Th@ subject of
this paper 1s the nuclosr
●lectric propulsion OTv, In this concept
the
nu!”l~arreactor
‘s ● heat source for one cf ●
variety of
the
1 to ●lectric
power conversion
procaaaes.
The
●lecirical power
produced
.wvcrsl
is ● U plied to one of
el.ctric
a;stema, ●xamples of
ropuls on
which
inc!7
ude r?sistojets, ● rc
●ts, ion
thrusters ●nd magnetoplasmadynam1 c
(UPD)
thrusters. Candidate propellants for these
include liquid metals (e.g., ilq●nd
systems

t%.,

)009

,.

F~g. 3(1)
based
presented
in
on the
●aaumption that the nuclear power supply is
This is an appropriate
part of the payload.
assumption for missions which require the
large amount of electrical power provided by
Figure,
the reactor for on-orbit operations.
3 indicates that a transit time of 120 days
can be achieved by a 4C3 kWe ~
with a
payload of 19000 kg.
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Space nuclear reactor power
performance projections.
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Shuttle/Nuclear Electric Propulsion
to GEO.

Table II(1) compares the payloads and transit
time oi the Centaur with that of the 400 kWe
NEP WV.
For
Shuttle/Centaur thk maximum
payload mass
is about 6000 kg to GEO.
Assuming half the payload mass is assigned
to
power system and that a solar dynamic
the
to
represent future solar
system is used
power technology, onu could deploy a 40 kWe
power system.
a
balance-ofThis leaves
payload of 3000 kg.
Projected performance of nuclear power plant
systems in given in Fig. 4. Nuclear reactor
power systems mass and specific mass change
non-linearly as a function of power level.
The reaaons for this are: (1) reactors
must
be designed to have a critical fuel mass;
small incremental fuel additions will lead to
larger gaina in power output (increasing
reactor mass 40 percent will double power
output)) (2) shielding
is an ●xponential
function of thickness (doubling reactor power
leads to ●bout a 33 percent
increase in
shield
masa);
mass
and
of
(3) the
thermoelectric converters tends to bc linear
are
with pow~r output, but dynamic converters
not. The
maas and specific maas curves
include radiation ●ttenuation 8hielding for
un-manned payloada (i.e. ●lectronics).

Batied on Fig. 4, the maae of the
power plant is 6000 kg.. For missi~!~ ~~~
requiring this power, the mass of the power
plant must be subtracted from the payload
shown in Fig. 3 to give a payload of 13,000
kg for these missions.
If the spacecraft
needs 40 kWq for the payload (the amount a
solar dynamic syrtem was computed to be able
to deliver), we can charge the equivalent
nuclear power plant mabs to the
spacecraft
and the balance to tihe propulsion system.
The payload balance is 15,000 kg. The latter
times the payload in a
payload is five
spacecraft containing a nolar dynamic power
system
delivered
by
a
Shuttie/Centaur
transportation vehicle.
Though 3-4 months
are added to
the transfer times from LEO to
GEO, the total mission schedule may not be
impacted when one considers that several
Shuttle launches and on-orbit assembly are
●laminated.
A manned NEP OTV does not appear reasonable
#l* this time because of the added radiation
shielding that wculd be required (10,00015,000 kg~l,:nd the relatively long transit
times.
unmmulcd tug would require
resolution of such iaauea as: (1) a mann,1,
shielded docking port,in LEO nnd perhaps GW;
(2) safety of lhrgu fi$sion inventories on
the return to LEO; (3) possible reparation of
the nuclear reacto] or
wer systems during
maintenance of the remaYriderof the vehicle
●nd refueling of
the ●lectric propulsion
tankst end
(4) “.ong-term scheduling with
perhap:
two round trips per year.
111. Nuflear
_
Powor Svstems
Following
●crecning of
hundred
●
over
potential cpace ‘,\uclear
power system concepte
by the SP-100 program, the field has now been
three candidats ● stems which
narrowed to
meet.the requirements in Table 111
● pear to
W! th ● reasonable balance of technical risk%
●nd,development time.
One conce t use9 ● fast spectrum, lithiumcooled~ p T n-type fuel ●lement reactor coupled
to thermoelectric for power conversion (Fig.
5) (2). The nystem ia made up of a 12 sided
cone Otructure with ● 17 degree cone half
●ngle.
The
reactor, which ia ● right

heat pipe thermal joint which
to

the

source

heat

pipe

to

is very
similar
heat
exchanger

jOint, made integral by the use of special
self-brazing materials for self-brazing in
orbit.
In order to allow the deployment of
the panels, a bellow-like heat pipe section
is mounted at the tall end of the heat pipes
on the fixed panel.
Such a flexible heat
pipe has been demonstrated.
n-tern ha:ana ;:de range ‘f ‘~::~~:lity=
Its output
expanded
by
increasing the thermoelectric figure-of-merit
or
by an increased size and weight of the
System. A map of potential scalability of
6.
the system is shown in Fig.
The

Fig. 5.

High-temperature
reactor
with
thermoelectric power
conversion
concept.
circular cylinder, approximately one meter in
diameter and one meter high is at the apex of
the conical structure.
It ia controlled by
,twelverotatable drums each with a section of
absorbing material
and
a
section
of
reflective
material
to
control
the
criticality level.
Control of the reactor
is maintained by properly positioning the
drums.
The shield is mounted directly behind the
reactor an4 consists of both a gamma and a
shield. The gamma shield consists of
neutrcn
multiple layers of tungsten designed
so as to
prevent warping.
The neutron shield is made
a series
up of
of axial sections with a
thermal conductor between the axial nections.
The thermal conductor carries the gamma and
neutron generated heat to the shield surface
where it is radiated to space.
Anticipated
temperature lsvels are 675 R maximum.

Fig.

6.

High-temperature
reactor
with
thermoelectric conversion concept
●calabi.lity.
A
s6cond approach is an in-core thermionic
●odium-potassium
with
a
system
pumped
eutectic coolant. The general arrangement of
the in-core thermionic space power sy=tem
design is shown in Fig. 7 (3). The design
forms a conical frustum that is 5.8m long
with minor and major diameters of 0.7m and
Thermal transport
is accomplished by a
Th@ raactor ‘converter
3.6m respectively.
lithium working fluid which is pumped by n
the
reactor,
i Icludest
the
subsystem
thermoelectrically driven
EM pump.
Th?
reflector/control drums, and the neutron
thermoelectric for che pump are powered by
shield.
The reactor contains the thermjmic
the temperature drop between working f?.uid
(TFE) converters within a
fuel
●lement
and the
pump radiators.
This approach
is completely
vessel, which
cylindrical
assu::: pumping ofi;he working fluid as long
surrounded by control drums. The NaK pr!mary
as
reactor
at temperature
and
the reactor
coolant routing to and from
facilitates the cool down of the reactor when
that
the hot NaR
veeeel
are
arranged
so
power
ia no longer required.
The reactor
~taves the reactor ●t the aft end and the
thermal inLerf,vce with the heat distribution
end, thus
system ir through ● set of heat ●xchtzngers. cold NaK ia returned to the forward
hrlping
to minimize differential thermal
In this way, the reactor system is self●xpansion in the piping. The reactor is also
cont~ined,
can be fabricated an: teeted at ●
long,
thin
an
●rray
of
●urr~unded by
remote facility, and can be mated to
the
cylindrical
reservoirs which collect and
power system down ntream. Accens panels are
retain the fission gases generated in the
provided on th~ main body to facilitate the
&8membly of
the hsat distribution nyntem to
the heat exchangers,
Thermoelectric slements ● re bonded to the
internal aurfac>s of
the
heat rejection
panels and ●ccept heat fr:a;;:
source heat
pipe
aasembly,
for
the
The
thermoelactrlc i- ● hi-couple uoing boron
car~n (p-typ:\ea::a:anthanummulfur (n-type)
demerits.
rejection surfacec are
beryllium sheets with titanium potasaium heat
to distribute ●nd
pips- braxed to the curface
csrry th(~hea~ to the de loyable panels which
are requited
ta prov Tde ●dditional heat
The deployable ●nels
Cejection surfaces.
are thermally coupled through ● heat p ?pa to

ri9.

7*

In-core
thermionic
concept.

power

plant

reactor core during the operating life of the
system.
Wat3te heat ill removed from the
primary
reactor
loop
through
the heat
exchariger.
The energy is transferred through
the heat sinkt~:at exchanger to heat pipes
that
form
radiating surfaces
for
,
rejection of heat to apace.
..
Within the reactor vessel aret 176 TFEs, a
grid plate to support TFEs at one end, a
shield, and eutectic NaK
tungsten gamma
Rach TFE is welded into the flat
coolant.
of the vessel, but allowed to move
top head
::~~~y
in the grid plate, which restrains
Differential
●ovement.
axial
expansion is expected to be amall~ since the
IT% sheath tubes and reactor vessel are both
of Nb-19 Zr alloy. and their temperatures are
nearly the smrne.
The TFE consists of six cells connected in
series with end reflectors of BeO. Boron
carbide neutron abaorber is placed at both
the
ende
of the fuel element to reduce
thermal neutron flux in the coolant plenums
and in the gamma shield and neutron shield.
This reduces
activation of the coolant~
secondary gamma ray production, and nuclear
heating of the lithium hydride shield.
Fig. 8, are
The
individual cells, aee
connected in series to build up voltage from
Electrical power is
the 0.4 V cell output.
::y::::ed in the spa,e between the tungsten
collector~ and the
and niobium
electrical current output is conducted from
one cell to the next through the tungsten
and the
tantalum
the emitter
stem of
The UC)2fuel is held in
transition piace.
supported
during launch by a
place and
retention device designed to retract when the
The alignment
f el expands on heating.
spring at the base of the emitter centers the
in the collector to mflintain a
●mitter
It albo
uniform interelectrode s acing.
restrains the emitter aga Ynst launch vibralarge displacements
and limit
tion to prevent
stresses in the thin stem at the other end of
the ●mitter.
Fission guses are vented from the U02 fuel to
prevent the build-up of pressures that would
deformation of the tungsten
cause creep
Qmitter and close the interelectrode space.
Fission gaaes are kept separate from the
cesium by the ceramic-to-metal seal and the
ply tMIWSn
Iwllnnd%lwxx
P, P, Ww?
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In-core tnermionic convarter.

arrangement of passages through the emitter
cap and transition piece.
Reactor control is provided by the rotation
cylindrical control
of
the
20
drums
surrounding the reactor.
The heat transport subsystem is a single loop
that includes all of the NaK plumbing aft of
the reactor, the heat sink heat exchanger,
The 100 mm diameter NaK
and the radia:or.
the reactor are routed
lines to and from
inside helical groves in the outer surface of
the nel!tron shield and then passed along the
inside eurface of the radiator to connect to
the heat sink heat exchanger. The configuration oi the NaK lines along the ~hield is
helical,
rather than straight, to avoid
degradation of the ahi~ld performance due to
neutron streaming in the pipe channels. The
helical channels in the shield are also
●lectrical transmission
occupied
by the
lines, which are flattened in cross-section
and are routed over the NaK lines to serve as
meteoroid protection.
Electromagnetic pumping is used to circulate
the NaK during normal operation and during
shutdown when residual NaK flow in the
maintained.
must
be
circuit
electromagnetic pumps are
an annular
‘n%
the NaK circu!~:vided
::;:arleg of
induction pump serving as the main
pump and a parallel thermoelectromagnetic
pump (with a check valve) to provide shutdown
pumping capability.
The radiator contains two finned-heat pipe
a conical
panel assemblies~ which form
frustum when the panels are assemklledon the
The heat pipes follow
radiator structure.
the slant height of the core and are deployed
fore and aft of the heat sink heat exchanger,
to
which they are thermally coupled. The
also
provides
environmental
radiator
protection for the equipment which it houses.
Growth is possible by either redesigning the
reactor with more TFEs or increasing the
emitter temperature. An uppet temperature
about 2000 K is believed to be an
level of
operational limit for the tungsten emitter.

Fig. 9
cur~ent

shows growth projections
reactor design.
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The third approach uses a Stirling engine to
convert heat from a lower-temperature ( 900
K), fuel-pin reactor
design to electricity.
This design emphasinea the use of mtate-ofthe-art fuel pins of stainless stee;u:~df:~
f
with sodium as the working fluid.
pine have been developed for the breeder
reactor program with 1059 days of operation
and 8.5% burn up demonstrated.
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m

m

system

concept

turnt deliver
the waste heat to the radiator
it is rejected to space.

43

kwhl

Stirling
power
scalability.

where

Vm

In-core thermionic
scalability.

m

reactor

size

Fig. 11 provides performance curves for the
Stirling system. A low temperature will meet
the 100 kW
favor comb?n?~~a~he ‘%~~~~ggr~~~n%s~?%
higher temperature reactors both to minimize
mass and to reduce the heat rejection surface
areas.
p.
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NEP Spacecraft Interactions

Figure

12
identifies
the
subsystem
interactions that distinguish the design of
an NEXJ-OTV fram that of a chemical OTV.
Special attention
must be given to the
radiation and thermal environments produced
the
power
by
system
and
to
the
electromagnetic fields and propellant fluxes
produced by the propulsion system.

IL...

Fig.

10.

Stirling engine conversion concept.

The reactor can be similar in design to the
high-temp~rature reactor but ~tilizes lower
temperature materials.
10, (4) the
In Fig.
reactor is constructed as a separate module
from the conversion subsystem. Four Stirling
enginesl ●ach rated to deliver
33 kWe, are
included in
the design
This
concept.
ptovides
oome redundance in case
of a unit
failure. Normally the ●ngines operate at 759
power to
produce a 100 kWe output.
of rat~d
E~ch ●ngine contains a pair of opposed motion
whi::i80perate
180 degrees out of
pintona
phlhme.
arrangement
●laminates
Each ●ngine
unbalanc~d linear aomentum,
r.c!eivcnheat from a pumped loop connected to
the reactor vessel. An ●lte~nate ●rrangement
would deliver the heat through ● n interface
heat ●xchanger with heat pipes between the
he?t exchanger ●nd ●ngine.
The heat is
#upplied to heater hea@s lntegrai with the
engine.
Waste heat ia removed from
the
cooler heads
●nd delivered to ● li uid-toheat pipe heat ●xchanger. The heat p ?pcs, irt

NEP OTV designs must addresb the reactor
neutron and ga~ge;luxes
aa well as the
significantly
natural
radiation
exposure that results from the increased time
spent by the low thrust NEP OTV in transition
through the earth’s radiation belts. The NEP
ON
transferring between LEO and GEO spends
100 to 300 days in the intense regions of
these belts. Fig. 13 shows the cumulative
radiation exposure during this phase of the
mission and compares this exposure to that
expected for the Galileo orbiter spacecraft.
While the Jovian radiation environment is
more intense than the Earth’s, the Galileo
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The
thermal design
of the WEP OTV is
complicated by the large, high temperature
radiators required for heat rejection by the
systems.
power and propulsion power processor
,The thermal power rejected iS typically 4 to
15 times the electrical power supplied to the
system radietors must
thrusters. Power
op?rate at high temperatures [7OO-1OOOK) to
keep

0.01

0,1

1,0

10

t.l NE TIC EFUBGY,

Fig. 13

100

loJ

104

E“ihk\fl

NEP

spacecraft radiation exposure
duri~g transit of Van Allen belts.

orbiter spends most ~f the time out.eidethe
and thus the radiation
radiation belts?
exposures are comparable to those seen by the
NEP OTV in transferri,,~between LEO and GEO.
to
Radiation shielding, roughly equivalent
that required
for the Galileo spacecraft (0.5
cm aluminum) must be provided to protect the
NEP OTV avionics and payload from the natural
These
tahielding
radiation environment.
when
should
be considered
requirements
chemical and
comparing the performance of
nuclear electric propulsion vehicles.
~ff:::: produced neutron and gamma radiation
systems are
on OTV and payload
controlled by a combination of shieldinq and
separation between
the reactor and
spatial
critical components.
The radiation limits

for the Galileo epace raft are 7.5 x 104 rads
and
2.5 x
1010 N/cm‘i(1 MeV). Shield design
n the SP-1OO
being used
criteria currentl
are
Program (5 x 10~ rads and 1014 N/cm2)
significantly higher than these values based
projected advances in radiation hard
on
electronics technology. If the imposition of
such requirements on general purpose fY1’V
additional
not
practical,
payloads
is
The radiatio~
shielding will be required.
is a significant fraction of the power
●hleld
30t for a 100
subsystem mass, approximately
kW@ system ●nd 10* for a 10 MWe ayatem, These
●h adow
●stilnateS ● re representative of
~nt~rcept a small fraction of
•}!ield~
which
VI’Vsystems ::uct::
the reactor fluence.
and radiators
thrusters, booms
the protected
sone are nOt only
outside
subject to radiation damage but
themselves

serve
located
radiation
rations

to

increase the fluence to systems
the
●hield by ucatterin9
behind
into

these

regions.

Sue}, configu-

should be avoided. A s ace-baaed NEP
OTV will require a~ditional shfelding on the
●t the depot to permit ● ccess
for
vehicle or
maintenance

and servicing.

the

area

surface

and

mass

of

the

Propulradiator within acceptable bounds.
sion system power processor heat rejection
requirements vary depending on the electric
propulsion system used, but are much lower
than those of the power system and can be met
lower
operating
with
radiators
at
~~ratures
(300-400K). The integration of
large, high temperature surfaces into
the
spacecraft
configuration
requires
excessive
considerable ingenuity to avoid
thermal loada to the OTV propellants and
payload electronics. Advanced, li.lhtweight
such as
the droplet
radiator concepts~
radiator, aay permit operation at lower
Temperatures but these radiators introduce
additional
operational
and
tieaign
use
The
of
cryogenic
constraints.
propellants, such as argon or hydrogen, will
likely require sophisticated thermal control
systems to prevent excessive boiloff.
Various

interactions can occur between the
system and spacecraft
propulsion
surfaces and systems. These interactions
vary depending on the type of thruster used
(MPD) ,
(e.g., ion, magnetoplasmadynamic
electric

and the propellant
arcjett or resiatojet)
(e.g., mercury, argon ~ xenon, or hydrogen) .
focuses on the
following discussion
The
electron bombardment
ion thruster
since the

characteristics of this thruster are better
other electric
those
of
than
defined
mechanisms
Four
basic
thrustera.
characterize electric propulsion/spacecraft
eroeior,~ 2) film
interactions; 1) surface
deposition,

3) plasma

interactions,

●lectromagnetic interference.

and 4)

to the ion
surfaces ●xposed
Such
thruster beam plasma can be eroded.
failure of
in the
can result
erosion
structural members? the optical degradation
of thermal control surfaces and spacecraft
the sputtered material.
contamination by
Thruster location should be selected to avoid
Spacecraft

impingement of the beam plasma on spacecraft
of thg energetic
The half anqle
surfaces.
for some
can be as large as 40
beam
thrusters, but is typically 15°.(5)
The

deposition

films

propellant
surfaces

can

propellant
●puttered
the
aan

of

on

propellant

critical

be a serious problem.

f::::l::ru~:ercomposed
of

and
nonspacecraft

The nonmaterial

components such as
neutral ●ccelerator grid. Such materials
be transport:;dupstrearnof the thruster

●lectromagnetic field
diffusion
by
The deposition of these materials
●ffects.
on surfaces depends on the vapor pressure of
temperature
of the
the materiala
and the
Non-propellant materiala such as
curfaces.
molybdenum and propellants
such as mercury
with low vapor pressures will accumulate on

all but the highest.temperature surfaces. Nc
deposition should occur on the power ziid
propulsion system radiators. Thin films of
these mterials
can alt::e::::ace electrical
radiation
and
conductivity
surface
Changes
in
characteristics.
the
electrical conductivity can impact
performance of photovoltaic arrays, antennas
and electrical insulator; changes in surface
impact radiator
can
thermal properties
Propellants such as argonv
performance.
xenon and hydrogen have much higher vapor
pressures and will not pose a contamination
problem.

the scattering of nuclear
thrusters and
radiation by hardware not protected by the
Clear fields of view are
shadow shield).
for the high temperature power
provided
system and thruster system power processor
Thermal control problems are
radiators.
integrating the
minimi.ed by
spacecraft
subsystems along the thermal gradient, i.e.,
high temperature systems, and low temperature
located
on opposite
are
ends of
the
and
intermediate
temperature
spacecraft
systems are located in between.
The design
for
also provides a clear field of view
payload systems.

the
the NEP-O’IV,
Interactions between
electric
and the
ambient apace plasma,
propulsion generated plasma can result in
spacecraft charging and arcing which can
produce upsets in logic circuits, breakdown
tlf electrical insulation, and enhancement of
Such effects are of
surface contamination.
power
system
with
concern
principal
thermoelectric elements and interconnects.
(5) Spacecraft electrostatic potential can
likely be controlled during thr~’stingby beam
neutralization but
this problem requires
further study.

Ion
thruster
technology was ueed
for
The thrust subsystem power
propulsiofi.
packages
are
structurally
processor
integrated with two flat plate radiators
which reject processor waste heat at 32o K.
The
sixteen
individual gimbaled
30 cm
thrusters shown in this configuration are
a support structure which is
attached to
integrated into the power processor radiator
A propellant tank is locate~ at
structure.
the spacecraft center of gravity (CG), behind
the thrusters and between the two banks of
Mercury, xenon and argon
power processors.
are potential propellants. The inert gases
may be preferable for the OTV mission due to
potential mercu.y contamination of earth’s
atmosphere~ howeverl mercury is preferred for
the planet~ry missions due to ease of storage
and better thrueter performance. Mercury is
also ●ffective in reducing the radiation
fluence to the payload.

Electromagnetic interference is produced by
the ion thruster discharge chamber permanent
magnets and dynamic electromagnetic fields.
The transmission of radio signals through the
ion beam has been investigated by JPL.(6) Sband transmission through the beam of a 2amp, 30-cm mercury ion thruster showed only a
small
amount of
signal attenuation and
reflection
negligible
loss.
These
experiments were not extended t(> X-band or
inert gas propellants; but the effects
at
frequency should be
that
significantly
smaller and the inert gas plasmas should (to
first order) beha~?ethe same as the mercury
plasma in terms of absorption and reflection
of RF signalR.
Numerous NEP spacecraft configurations have
(7,8) Fig. 14 presents a
been proposed.
configul!tion developed for an early SP-1OO
power system concept. (9) This configuration
serves to illustrate the impact of previously
discussed NEP interactions on vehicle design.
In this configuration the thrust vector is
orthogonal to the vehicle ?.ongitudinalaxis
and the reactor and payload are located at
the opposite ends of the vehicle. The side
thrustlend reactor configuration was selected
because this design avoids many of the less
well defined subsystem interaction
(e.g.,
eputter eroeion of hardware downstream of the

Fig. 14

SP-1OO NEP OTV flight configurateOn

length
of
The
the
launch
maximum
configuration of the spacecraft is limited by
shuttle cargo bay dimensions. After leaving
the cargo bay, the payload section of the
spacecraft is extended 11 m from the end of
thzllst module
by
a
the
lightweight
collapsible mast. Thic la-nectssary-to place
the spacecraft center-of-mass at the center
of the main propellant tank (no CG change
The extension also serves to
during burn).
place payload electronics at a distance (25
m) from the SP-1OO shield cons stent with the
shield design requirement.
v.

Safety Issues

Safety concerns are a major factor in design
operation of reactore for space power.
and
‘Io protect the Earth’s population against
undue risk~ radiation
levele
at th? time of a
Earth’s
nuclear
reactoz
reentering the
fissiotl
be low. Most
atmosphere should
products decay away, if the orbital lifct.ime
of a satellite in orbit 1s suff~.c{entlylong.
A long-lived, high orbit is defined in tile
reactor safety specification (10) as an orbit
Tt?is
with a liftime of 300 or more years.
corresponds
to ● n initial ●ltitude of about
750 km. Fig. 15 plots the radioactivity for
● two
megawatt-thermal Laactor
as a function
times
operating
(calculations were
of
:::formea on the Ori eflcode)) Fig. 16 plots
orbital lifet?mes as a function of
●ltitude and the ballistic characteristics of
the system. A cylindrical reactor reentering
the ●tmosphere would fall near the upper

w

r

“+

Fig.

15

e’-’n’’n’no”n”’

Two megawatt
decay.

therm~l radioactivity

curves, a apace Station would fall near the
lower curves. The radioactivity calculations
show
that if
the reactor reenters the
biosphere after
300 years in orbit the
fission product activity has been reduced
from approximately 107 Ci to about 100 Ci.

300 y i’ 118 Ci.
The total dose level after
mainly from
long-lived
It
iS
derived
f.sotopes. If khe orbit time is increased to
600 y, the dose level decreases to 34 Ci and
in 2000 y to 28 Ci.

To avoid Davload Denalties with the Shuktle,
one would irefer ah initial operational orbit
km
300
km. A 750
orbit,
about
at
corresponding to about a 300 y orbital
can be reached with shuttle by
lifetime,
adding two 024S KITS; however this results in
Safety questions
a 348 payload reduction.
associ&ted with starting at 3(JOkm altitude
relate to: (1) the quantity of additional
fission products present at reentry if an
abort occurs prior to reachin- a 300 y orbit;
(2) the biological hazards of those fission
products; and (3) whether the spacecraft can
be powered into the atmosphere. The last
condition can be avoided by independent and
redundant control of the propulsion ahd power
if the
cut off
insure NEP
supply to
spacecraft trajectory is unacceptable. The
firsk two questions will be addressed.

Actinides are another f30urceof radiation.
Their
to the
quantity
is proportional
operating time, fuel enrichment, and reactor
The dominant actinide is 239 pu,
spectrum
which has a half-life of 24,39u y. At low
thermal
powe.
actinide levels

operating
times, the
and
are very small; but at two

megawatt-therm&1 power operating for seven
years, they represent a four Ci radiation
source.
Certain designs may use materials that are
activated while in the reactor, such as Nb-1%
Zr-O.1% C fuel cladding. Their presence can
result in the generation of additional long~;ved radioactive isotopes. For the reactor
refe~ence 4, activation of the fuel
cladding results in an increase of 22 Ci at
the end of 300 y b cause 94 Nb iS generated
t y).
(half-life of 2 x 1,0

Fig.

17

Transit time from
trips to GEO.

300-1000 kM

on

NEP O’IVtrajectory data are presented in Fig.
range of powers and specific
17 for
impulses(lf’
Aborts were assumed at various
times during orbit transfer and the radiation
levels compared with a 3QLl y orbit (Table
IV). It wac concluded that for a short
duration of time the fission products could
be greater than those produced by long term

operation followed by a 300 y radioactive
decay period. For 100 kWe - NEP systems, the
above those
radiation levels
for
our
reference case is several weeks for a 5300 s
specific impulse and it is about one day for
1000 s.
The
peak level for 1000 s is
an
about 800 Ci.
ORBIT
DECAY
TIME
(yd

INITIAL
ALTITUDE
(n.mll
Fig. 16

Orbital decay times

If a ruore efficient electr~cal conversion
subsystem is used with the 2 MW heat so~rce,
Higher
400 kWe output power can be ach ! eved.
power reduces the time where radiation levels
at reentry are above the 300 y orbit levels
foll~wing an abort. For 400 kWe this is less
than one day for an I~puIOOO s and 3.5 days
for Imp=5000 n. The radiation levels are
such as to conclude that reactors designed to
disperse on reentry could be started on a NEP
transfer from below the 300 y orbit with
risk or damage to
little additional safety
the biosphere.

interactions.

The distribution
of radioactive
elements at
in Table IV were reviewed.
several pointg
The results? Table V* indicate
some build
up
in bone-seekers above the 7 y reference but
does not change our concluaiona.
Tuu

ax? IIM11W6

Iv

SnI?mo
(1

-

view for payload

300

b

for

a clear

Safety
issues associated with starting NEP
operations from 300 km are not significantly
different
than startin~ from a 300 year (75o
1

?-

Also, it allows
nystems.

.

km) orbit.

OIalr

Reactor)
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Summary

1+
.=lpears thaL about 400 kWe would
be a
c.~lrable choice for NEP applications.
Lowe r
power significantly
increases
the transit
times and higher power decreases the payload.
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lCO kWe designs being pursued in the
growth versions of SP-1OO Program can deliver
power plants using either in-core thermionics
or ~ high temperature
pin-fuel reactor with
Stirling power conversions at 400 kWe.
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